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Oliver Healthcare Packaging acquires Kansas City Design, forms new premium design business serving the
Pharmaceutical and Biologics Market
Trevose, Pennsylvania, USA – August 25, 2020 – Oliver Design LLC, a new business unit of Oliver Healthcare Packaging
Company, a leading provider of global healthcare packaging, today announced the acquisition of Kansas City Design (KCD). KCD
is a premier product and packaging design firm, having served customers in the life sciences industry since 2004 from their
design center in Lambertville, New Jersey. KCD has deep expertise in the design and development of complex packaging
systems for pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical therapies. Some of these therapies include cold form foil, blister packaging,
prefilled syringes, autoinjectors, transdermal and microneedle patches, wearable devices, and other biomedical therapeutic
applications.
“We are proud to introduce Oliver Design, previously Kansas City Design, to the industry,” said Michael Benevento, President &
CEO of Oliver Healthcare Packaging Company. “Over the last 15 years, KCD has earned a reputation for their talented design
team and creative approach to difficult packaging challenges. Through this acquisition, Oliver will offer investment and
scalability to KCD, making their innovative solutions available to more customers in the biopharma industry as they develop
critical patient therapies.”
Mark Foster, packaging industry veteran and the new General Manager for Oliver Design, added “KCD has become a
preeminent product and packaging design firm. Their expertise in pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical therapy applications
has resulted in cutting-edge packaging solutions, which has radically improved patient wellness. Along with an experienced
team and a passion to serve this market, KCD has a comprehensive array of prototyping and low volume production
capabilities. I know I speak for the full team when I say that we are thrilled to work together as Oliver Design.”
William Arnold, founder of KCD, will remain at Oliver Design as the Creative Director. “We are proud of our success at KCD and
all the work the team has done to support the industry and our customers,” said William Arnold. “Oliver Design presents
tremendous opportunities for customers and this will be an exciting venture as we combine our design expertise with the
breadth and depth of Oliver Design.”
Oliver Design will continue technical design and production capabilities, developing long-term plans that are focused on
expanding their service offerings to both current and future customers.
ABOUT OLIVER DESIGN LLC
Oliver Design LLC, a business unit of Oliver Healthcare Packaging Company, is a premium design firm focused on
biopharmaceutical and biomedical device applications. Combined with a comprehensive set of prototype, quick-turn, and shortrun production capabilities, Oliver Design will enable speed to market for companies on the forefront of bringing life-changing
therapies to patients. More information about Oliver Design is available at www.oliverdesign.com.
ABOUT OLIVER HEALTHCARE PACKAGING COMPANY
Oliver Healthcare Packaging Company is a leading supplier of sterile barrier packaging solutions. Oliver offers sterile-grade diecut lid, roll stock, HDPE card, and pouch products to the medical device and pharmaceutical markets. Headquartered in Grand
Rapids, MI, Oliver has manufacturing operations in Feasterville, PA; New Britain, PA; Hamilton, OH; Anaheim, CA; Venray,
Netherlands; and Suzhou, China; and has sales offices and technical centers throughout the United States, Europe, China and
Singapore. More information about Oliver is available at www.oliverhcp.com.
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